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Did the better team win?



Many sporting events have “play-offs”, designed to find
 out who is the better team.

Football: -- play one game
Baseball: -- World series: best out of 7
Tennis: -- 3 (or 5) sets in a match.



Outline:
(1) The basic mathematical ideas

(i) The binomial distribution
(ii) Estimating “p” from data.

(2) The paper
(3) Possible Extensions



Mosteller



The Simple Model

Playing [baseball] games is like flipping an (unfair) coin!

The better team is the one with the higher probability of winning a single coin flip.

Now, the point of playing a “Series” is that you would like to amplify the chance 

that the better team (the one with higher winning probability) wins.

Intuitively, it seems clear that the more games you play in a series, the more closely 

it will amplify the advantage of the better team. 

But how good is it? What is the chance that the better team will win a

1 game series

3 game series

5 game series

7 game series



The math problem:

Suppose we give you a coin, and the probability of getting
a heads is p.  What is the probability of getting m heads out
of N trials?



The math problem:

Possible outcomes of 3 coin flips:

HHT      TTH
HTH      THT
THH      HTT
HHH      TTT

0 
heads

1 head 2 
heads

3 
heads

1 3 3 1

Take N=3.

Probability of 2 heads and 1 tail:  p2(1-p)

Hence, probability of getting 2 heads= 3 x p2(1-p)
[There are 3 different ways of getting 2 heads!]



Generalizing:   the binomial distribution

P (N,m) =
N !

(N − m)!m!
pm(1 − p)N−m

i.e. N=3, m=2 N !

(N −m)!m!
=

3!

1!2!
= 3 × p

2(1− p)

“N Choose k”: 

Number of ways of choosing k wins among N games



Generalizing:   the binomial distribution

P (N,m) =
N !

(N − m)!m!
pm(1 − p)N−m

A Matlab Code



Some Numbers for N=3



Mathematical Properties of Binomial Distribution

µ =
X

m

mP
Binomial

(N,m) = Np

�2 =
X

m

(m� µ)2P
Binomial

(N,m) = Np(1� p)



The Simple Model for Sports Competitions

 
Assume the probability for the winning team to win is p.

Assume this probability is constant throughout the series.

S(p, n) Probability of team with prob p 
of winning a single game to win a n game series



S(p, 3) = p3 + 3p2(1 − p) e.g. for a 3 game series...

Not that much is gained from a 3 game series for
nearly matched teams!

Problem:  
What about 10 game series?



The simple model might be objectionable.

But, does it fit the data?

If it does, you have no logical reason to object!



Model A

The better team has the same p every year.

We do not know who the better team is. We just assume that whoever it is 

has exactly the same p from year to year. 

Data from world series, first 50 years of 20th century



First term is chance better team won; second term is chance worse team won.

10 ways for better team to win in 6 games

Want to figure out how to use the data that is given, with the theory to estimate p!



Want to figure out how to use the data that is given, with the theory to estimate p!

There are LOTS of ways of doing this. Before going through his method look at this.



Seems that p=0.65 is pretty good

9/44~ 20% of the time the series is 4-0





Mosteller uses 3 methods to get the best p

(1) He makes the average number of games lost by the 
winning team match.



(2) “Maximum likelihood”.  

(3) Chi squared.

 



All give basically same answer

This is because of what our plots showed.

Probability that best team wins



Is this a good model?

Issues
(1) Teams do better at home than away
(2)  Winning one game affects whether you win the next game
(3) ...



The second half of the 20th century!

Huge amplification of 4-3 games!
Clear breakdown of binomial model....why?



Homework:

Playing “baseball” with MATLAB.

The game. Take p=0.65.
Draw a random number r uniformly distributed in [0,1]
If r<p, you win!
Play a 7 game series. Record number of times that you 
win.

Do this 50 times. Compare to Mosteller’s data and theory. 
Now do it 500 times. Compare again.



A challenge:

Use your simulations to find a simple 
explanation for the large number of 4-3 games
in the 2nd half of the 20th century


